Sex Differences in Mathematical Ability: Fact or Artifact?

Abstract. A substantial sex difference in mathematical reasoning ability (score on the mathematics test of the Scholastic Aptitude Test) in favor of boys was found in a study of 927 intellectually gifted junior high school students. Our data contradict the hypothesis that differential course-taking accounts for observed sex differences in mathematical ability, but support the hypothesis that these differences are somewhat increased by environmental influences.

Huge sex differences have been reported in mathematical aptitude and achievement (1). In junior high school, this sex difference is quite obvious: girls excel in computation, while boys excel on tasks requiring mathematical reasoning ability (1). Some investigators believe that differential course-taking gives rise to the apparently inferior mathematical reasoning ability of girls (2). One alternative, however, could be that less well-developed mathematical reasoning ability contributes to girls' taking fewer mathematics courses and achieving less than boys.

We now present extensive data collected by the Study of Mathematically Precocious Youth (SMPY) for the past 8 years to examine mathematical aptitude in approximately 10,000 males and females prior to the onset of differential course-taking. These data show that large sex differences in mathematical aptitude are observed in boys and girls with essentially identical formal educational experiences.

Six separate SMPY talent searches were conducted (3). In the first three searches, 7th and 8th graders, as well as accelerated 9th and 10th graders, were eligible; for the last three, only 7th graders and accelerated students of 7th grade age were eligible. In addition, in the 1976, 1978, and 1979 searches, the students had also to be in the upper 3 percent in mathematical ability as judged by a standardized achievement test, in 1972 in the upper 5 percent, and in 1973 and 1974 in the upper 2 percent. Thus, both male and female talent-search participants were selected by equal criteria for high mathematical ability before entering. Girls constituted 43 percent of the participants in these searches.

As part of each talent search the students took both parts of the College Board's Scholastic Aptitude Test (SAT)—the mathematics (SAT-M) and the verbal (SAT-V) tests (4). The SAT is designed for able juniors and seniors in high school, who are an average of 4 to 5 years older than the students in the talent searches. The mathematical section is particularly designed to measure mathematical reasoning ability (5). For this reason, scores on the SAT-M achieved by 7th and 8th graders provided an excellent opportunity to test the Fennema and Sherman differential course-taking hypothesis (2), since until then all students had received essentially identical formal instruction in mathematics (6). If their hypothesis is correct, little difference in mathematical aptitude should be seen between able boys and girls in our talent searches.

Results from the six talent searches are shown in Table 1. Most students
Table 1. Performance of students in the Study of Mathematically Precocious Youth in each talent search (N = 9927).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test date</th>
<th>Grade</th>
<th>Number</th>
<th>SAT-V score* (X ± S.D.)</th>
<th>SAT-M score+ (X ± S.D.)</th>
<th>Highest score</th>
<th>Percentage scoring above 600 on SAT-M</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Boys</td>
<td>Girls</td>
<td>Boys</td>
<td>Girls</td>
<td>Boys</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>March 1972</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>460 ± 104</td>
<td>423 ± 75</td>
<td>740</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>8</td>
<td>133</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>728 ± 105</td>
<td>458 ± 88</td>
<td>790</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>January 1973</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>135</td>
<td>88</td>
<td>495 ± 85</td>
<td>440 ± 66</td>
<td>800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>8</td>
<td>286</td>
<td>158</td>
<td>551 ± 85</td>
<td>511 ± 63</td>
<td>808</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>January 1974</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>372</td>
<td>222</td>
<td>473 ± 85</td>
<td>440 ± 68</td>
<td>763</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>8</td>
<td>356</td>
<td>369</td>
<td>540 ± 82</td>
<td>503 ± 72</td>
<td>750</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>December 1976</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>495</td>
<td>356</td>
<td>455 ± 84</td>
<td>421 ± 64</td>
<td>780</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>8</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>598 ± 126</td>
<td>482 ± 83</td>
<td>750</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>January 1978</td>
<td>7/8</td>
<td>1549</td>
<td>1249</td>
<td>448 ± 87</td>
<td>413 ± 71</td>
<td>790</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>January 1979</td>
<td>7/8</td>
<td>2046</td>
<td>1682</td>
<td>436 ± 87</td>
<td>404 ± 77</td>
<td>790</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Mean score for a random sample of high school juniors and seniors was 368 for males and females (8). These are 8th graders accelerated at least 1 year in school grade placement.

**Mean for juniors and seniors: males, 416; females, 390**

scored high on both the SAT-M and SAT-V. On the SAT-V, the boys and girls performed about equally well (7). The overall performance of 7th grade students on SAT-V was at or above the average of a random sample of high school students, whose mean score is 368 (8), or at about the 30th percentile of college-bound 12th graders. The 8th graders, regular and accelerated, scored at about the 50th percentile of college-bound seniors. This was a high level of performance.

A large sex difference in mathematical ability in favor of boys was observed in every talent search. The smallest sex difference in the six talent searches was 32 points in 1979 in favor of boys. The statistically significant t-tests of mean differences ranged from 2.5 to 11.6 (9). Thus, on the average, the boys scored about one-half of the females' standard deviation (S.D.) better than did the girls in each talent search, even though all students had been certified initially to be in the top 2nd, 3rd, or 5th percentiles in mathematical reasoning ability (depending on which search was entered).

One might suspect that the SMPY talent search selected for abler boys than girls. In all comparisons except for two (8th graders in 1972 and 1976), however, the girls performed better on SAT-M relative to female college-bound seniors than the boys did on SAT-M relative to male college-bound seniors. Furthermore, in all searches, the girls were equal verbally to the boys. Thus, even though the talent-search girls were at least as able compared to girls in general as the talent-search boys were compared to boys in general, the boys still averaged considerably higher on SAT-M than the girls did.

Moreover, the greatest disparity between the girls and boys is in the upper ranges of mathematical reasoning ability. Differences between the top-scoring boys and girls have been as large as 190 points (1972 8th graders) and as low as 30 points (1978 and 1979). When one looks further at students who scored above 600 on SAT-M, Table 1 shows a great difference in the percentage of boys and girls. To take the extreme (not including the 1976 8th graders), among the 1972 8th graders, 27.1 percent of the boys scored higher than 600, whereas not one of the girls did. Over all talent searches, boys outnumbered girls more than 2 to 1 (1817 boys versus 675 girls) in SAT-M scores over 500. In not one of the six talent searches was the top SAT-M score earned by a girl. It is clear that much of the sex difference on SAT-M can be accounted for by a lack of high-scoring girls.

A few highly mathematically able girls have been found, particularly in the latest two talent searches. The latter talent searches, however, were by far the largest, making it more likely that we could identify females of high mathematical ability. Alternatively, even if highly able girls have felt more confident to enter the mathematics talent search in recent years, our general conclusions would not be altered unless all of the girls with the highest ability had stayed away for more than 5 years. We consider that unlikely.

In this context, three-fourths as many girls have participated as boys each year; the relative percentages have not varied over the years.

It is notable that we observed sizable sex differences in mathematical reasoning ability in 7th grade students. Until that grade, boys and girls have presumably had essentially the same amount of formal training in mathematics. This assumption is supported by the fact that in the 1976 talent search no substantial sex differences were found in either participation in special mathematics programs or in mathematical learning processes (6). Thus, the sex difference in mathematical reasoning ability we found was observed before girls and boys started to differ significantly in the number and types of mathematics courses taken. It is therefore obvious that differential course-taking in mathematics cannot alone explain the sex difference we observed in mathematical reasoning ability, although other environmental explanations have not been ruled out.

The sex difference in favor of boys found at the time of the talent search was sustained and even increased through the high school years. In a follow-up survey of talent-search participants who had graduated from high school in 1977 (10), the 40-point mean difference on SAT-M in favor of boys at the time of that group's talent search had increased to a 50-point mean difference at the time of high school graduation. This subsequent increase is consistent with the hypothesis that differential course-taking can affect mathematical ability (2). The increase was rather small, however. Our data also show a sex difference in the number of mathematics courses taken in favor of boys but not a large one. The difference stemmed mainly from the fact that approximately 35 percent fewer girls than boys took calculus in high school (10). An equal proportion of girls and boys took mathematics in the 11th grade (83 percent), however, which is actually the last grade completed before taking the SAT in high school. It, therefore, cannot be argued that these boys received substantially more formal practice in mathematics and therefore scored better. Instead, it is more likely that mathematical reasoning ability influences subsequent differential course-taking in mathematics. There were also no significant sex differences in the grades earned in the various mathematics courses (10).

A possible criticism of our results is that only selected mathematically able,
highly motivated students were tested. Are the SMPY results indicative of the general population? Lowering qualifications for the talent search did not result in more high-scoring individuals (except in 1972, which was a small and not widely known search), suggesting that the same results in the high range would be observed even if a broader population were tested. In addition, most of the concern about the lack of participation of females in mathematics expressed by Ernest (11) and others has been about intellectually able girls, rather than those of average or below average intellectual ability.

To what extent do girls with high mathematical reasoning ability opt out of the SMPY talent searches? More boys than girls (57 percent versus 43 percent) enter the talent search each year. For this to change our conclusions, however, it would be necessary to postulate that the most highly talented girls were the least likely to enter each search. On both empirical and logical grounds this seems improbable.

It is hard to disentangle the influences of societal expectations and attitudes on mathematical reasoning ability. For example, rated liking of mathematics and rated importance of mathematics in future careers had no substantial relationship with SAT-M scores (6). Our results suggest that these environmental influences are more significant for achievement in mathematics than for mathematical aptitude.

We favor the hypothesis that sex differences in achievement in and attitude toward mathematics result from superior male mathematical ability, which may in turn be related to greater male ability in spatial tasks (12). This male superiority is probably an expression of a combination of both endogenous and exogenous variables. We recognize, however, that our data are consistent with numerous alternative hypotheses. Nonetheless, the hypothesis of differential course-taking was not supported. It also seems likely that putting one’s faith in boy-versus-girl socialization processes as the only permissible explanation of the sex difference in mathematics is premature.
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